






































298 D. A. BOOTH AND P. MATHER 

2. Sensitivity Testing

Even if the elements of the model were entirely determined by empirical data, 
and not in part by optimizing considerations, it would still be instructive to see 
the etfects on the model 's output when the values of some parameters were 
varied. The results provide an analysis which can indicate which parts of the 
model are most critical to the output generated, whether the "predictions" put 
out be realistic or not. That is, merely computational "experiments" can 
elucidate the sensitivity of the model to variations in its different components. 

3. Adaptation

The basic model presented here has a limitation which would be expected to 
narrow the range of useful sensitivity tests to small deviations from the 
optimized (or experimentally precisely detemrthed) �alues of variables and to 
short term etfects of such deviations. None of the functions in the model adapts.

That is not to say that the basic model as a whole fails to show adaptive 
responses to disturbance or that its undisturbed operation is maladaptive in 
some way. lt is to say that there is not aparameter in any function whose value is 
dependent on the value ofthe output variables from another function. Fu:ictions 
are not interdependent or dependent on changes in external conditions, even 
though the values of variables calculated according to the various functions are 
of course highly dependent on the values ofvariables input from other functions. 
For example, the level of the metabolic rate variable influences the level of the 
momentary rate of gastric emptying, another variable, by atfecting the timing of 
meals and hence the contents ofthe stomach. However, a persisting high level of 
metabolism (e.g. because of hard work or a cold environment) does not in the 
basic model adapt the gastric emptying rate constant, which is the main 
parameter in that gastric clearance function. This non-adapting gastric emptying 
rate constant is almost certainly unrealistic. Changes in eating rate may also 
adapt the gastric emptying rate constant. Persistently high absorption rates may 
adapt the proportionality factors (which reflect hormone secretory responses) 
controlling fat synthesis or mobilization. And so on around the model. Quantita
tive experimental determinations of the adaptive relations between persisting 
values of variables and values of functions' parameters will obviously be 
important in the development ofa model to give realistic output in simulations of 
long term etfects. 

One qualification must be entered on the above: one function in the basic 
model does adapt, in the sense that all learning is adaptive-the conditioned 
satiety function. In this case, the maximum postprandial value of the FLO 
variable resets the value of the parameter which determines at what FLO value 
the next meal will be ended. lt remains to be seen whether conditioning, i.e. 
adaptation of interneuronal relations, is important in any of the physiological 
adaptations mentioned above. lt is generally expected that such adaptations will 
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